Are blemishes and bumps hurting your customer loyalty?
VIBCO will smooth things over.
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We’re the^Vibrator Guys.™
Product Application
Bulletin #458
Model 42-2
Wedge Head
Piston Vibrator
VIBCO’S SOLUTION
The customer mounted several VIBCO
wedge brackets to their forms and then
used a VIBCO 42-2 Wedge Head Piston
Vibrator. The vibrator was easily moved
around the form and set into each
bracket to provide uniform vibration.
The vibration released the trapped air,
which strengthened the concrete and
provided a much smoother finish. The
higher quality impressed customers and
led to increased sales.

“Customers weren’t happy with the quality of our concrete...

VIBCO’S BENEFITS
After installing the VIBCO 42-2 Wedge
Head Piston Vibrator and wedge
bracket system the customer received
the following benefits:
Stronger product with a smooth,
blemish-free finish
● Affordable, efficient solution
● Superior quality product led to
increased sales
●

Air bubbles were getting trapped in the concrete in our burial vault, septic tank,
and box culvert forms. It was weakening the concrete and causing unsightly
bumps and blemishes to appear in the finish. I called our dealer to ask which
vibrators would fit our forms and he recommended we try VIBCO’s 42-2 Wedge
Head Piston Vibrators. They were very affordable, and have absolutely solved
our quality problem. The wedge-style design and bracket system makes them
really easy to move between forms. Our customers really like how smooth our
products are now. We’ll definitely be buying more VIBCO Vibrators!”
Precast Owner
Model 42-2
James W., Maryland

Wedge Head Piston Vibrator
●

5,000 VPM at 80 PSI

●

15 CFM at 80 PSI

●

Powerful 2” Impacting Piston

●

Built-in wedge head

CLICK HERE FOR ADDITIONAL TECHNICAL INFORMATION

ALTERNATE MODELS
●

Model SVRLS-4000 High Frequency Pneumatic Vibrator

●

Model CCW-2000 Silent Pneumatic Turbine Vibrator

Call 800-633-0032 for a FREE 10-Day Product Trial
visit: www.vibco.com

fax: 401-539-2584

e-mail: vibrators@vibco.com

